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To Whom it May Concern:  

 

Who are we,  

We were founded in mid 2019 with a founder and a co-founder, after our founder completed his higher 

education in finances and economics…  we were enthusiastic and incorporated our first company in late 

2019 in California…  We now have three incorporations and one unincorporated school…   

 

More about us,  

We formed our incorporation, Of Our Future Inc as a ‘Private Political Practice’ with the intent of our 

incorporation replacing the duties of a political leader by a business / company instead of an individual 

political leader…  In early 2022 we felt a need for more organized regulations of our new field and 

formed a ‘regulatory commission’ that commissioned its service to Of Our Future Inc, improving 

regulatory requirements of politics career and efficiently organized the fields procedure n operating 

policy…   In mid 2023 we formed our third, and thaught to be our final, incorporation Future Intellect 

Firm Incorporated.  Future Intellect is a public relations commission regulated by Future Regulatory 

Corp., and commissioning its services to Of Our Future Inc. ,…  Its function was originally public relations 

by advertising and communicating but later became full public interaction as a CRM…   

 

What we do,  

Our primary and upmost importance in objective is our first of its kind “private Politics” the principle of 

the Private Political Practice, Of Our Future Inc…  Although each of our incorporations has a broad scope 

of purpose n function then we operate in most to better, improve, and define “private Politics” in a 

political practice field, …   

 

How we do it,  

A political career for a traditional political leader is often greatly affected by well, the dollar…  But here at 

our private political practice are not just in this career for the dollar only, there is much more to it than 

that for us…  That’s why our own public affairs commission needs its own currency, a currency that is 

simple, cheap, and affective, unlike the dollar…  We formed the “politi-conomics” currency as a 

subsidiary of our public interaction and public relations…   

 

Sum it up,  

With a purpose and a means of getting it off the ground then, all certified associations, then do not 

operate in dollars, but operate non tangibly and completely without profit…  For our good cause, …   



 

Put it together,  

Although our primary objective is Braud n scoping then your duties are not…  There are many ways of 

performing this purpose at this cost…  youre job could be answering phones to stuffing envelopes…  

meeting people to socializing…  cleaning to consumption…  As only if you duty is in some way a direction 

to the ‘private politics’ that are the whole and “you” are the part…   

 

The job is voluntary n self-employed, you decide your schedule and your tasks as well as your hours, As a 

certified association then you are you…  Certified, …  with a responsibility to do what you feel is best for 

private politics, youre self, and others…   

 

Should you have any further questions, then prior to certification, you will be assigned an apropriate 

associate that will guide you and be there to fall on if you need help or advice…   

 

Sincerely, 

 
Office of Secretary, Future Intellect Firm Incorporated 


